Frightfully Beautiful
Halloween

Creepy Coffin Box
Bisque
C3116 - SKELETON
BOX

Glazes

Brushes

Colors
• CMM31 - Licorice
• CMM44 - Battleship
• CMM67 - Snow Flake
• CMM104 - Orange Juice

• SB807 - Fan Brush
• BR529 - Round Brush
• BR570 - Detail Brush

Other Supplies
• sponge
• cotton swabs
• toothbrush

Instructions: Creepy Coffin Box
1. Paint 1 thick coat of Licorice all over the outside of the skeleton box lid until no
white is showing.

Instructions: Skeleton Box cont.
2. Paint 1 thick coat of Licorice all over the outside of the skeleton box lid until no
white is showing.
3. When the color has lost its shine, take a slightly damp sponge and gently wipe the
Licorice off the lid. You want to wipe lightly, removing the color from just the raised
parts of the texture. This will leave the color in just the cracks, giving it an antiqued
look. For best results, continually rinse your sponge in your water bowl while you
wipe, as needed, and squeeze out the water well so it doesn’t drip onto your pottery.
4. Start with a damp round brush and water down your Battleship until it is milky.
Paint 1 coat over the outside of the lid.
5. With a cotton swab, wipe the Battleship off the raised parts of the skeleton’s bones.
6. Paint 1-2 coats of Snow Flake on the bones.
7. Paint 2-3 coats of Licorice on the outside of the bottom of
the box.
8. Paint 2-3 coats of Orange Juice on the inside of the
bottom and inside of the lid of the box.
9. Dip the toothbrush into the Licorice. Rub your finger
over the bristles to add some splatter over the lid and
inside the bottom.
10.

Clear glaze then stilt and fire to Cone 06.

Besplattered Skull
Bisque

Glazes

Brushes

C50410 - 6.5” SKULL

True Matte:
• TM326 - Sting Gray

• BR529 - Round Brush
• BR588 - Oval Mop Brush

Instructions: Besplattered Skull

Colors:
• CMM31 - Licorice

1. Paint 3 thick coats of Sting Gray all over the entire outside
of the skull.
2. Start with a damp round brush and water down your
Licorice until it is milky. Load up the brush and splatter
black all over the skull. Slap the brush down for the longer
line splatter and tap the brush handle on your other
hand a spottier splatter.
3. Stilt and fire to Cone 06. Do not clear glaze.

Besplattered Tarantula
Bisque

Glazes

Brushes

C3117 - TARANTULA

True Matte:
• TM326 - Sting Gray

• BR529 - Round Brush
• BR530 - Round Brush

Colors:
• CMM31 - Licorice

Instructions: Besplattered Tarantula
1. Paint 3 thick coats of Sting Gray all over the entire tarantula.
2. Start with a damp round brush and water down your Licorice until it is milky.
Load up the brush and splatter black all over the tarantula.
Slap the brush down for the longer line splatter and tap the
brush handle on your other hand for a spotty splatter.
3. Stilt and fire to Cone 06. Do not clear glaze.

Brazilian Black Tarantula
Bisque

Glaze

Brush

C3117 - TARANTULA

True Matte:
• TM317 - Leather Jacket

• BR530 - Round Brush

Instructions: Brazilian Black Tarantula
1. Paint 3 coats of Leather Jacket all over the tarantula.
2. Stilt and fire to Cone 06. Do not clear glaze.

Sugar Skull Mug
Bisque

Glaze

Brushes

DB35956 - SUGAR SKULL
MUG

French Dimensions:
• FD254 - Black Licorice

• SB807 - Fan Brush
• BR529 - Round Brush
• BR570 - Detail Brush

Colors:
• CMM31 - Licorice
• CMM44 - Battleship
• CMM104 - Orange Juice

Other Supplies:
• sponge

Instructions: Sugar Skull Mug
1. Paint 1 thick coat of Licorice all over the outside of the sugar skull mug until no
white is showing.
2. When the color has lost its shine, take a slightly damp sponge and gently wipe the
Licorice off the mug. You want to wipe lightly, removing the color from just the
raised parts of the texture. This will leave the color in just the cracks, giving it an
antiqued look. For best results, continually rinse your sponge in your water bowl
while you wipe, as needed, and squeeze out the water well so it doesn’t drip onto
your pottery.
3. Paint 1-2 coats of Orange Juice to paint the heart eyes and make ovals around the
back of the mug.
4. Make swirl designs with the French Dimensions Black Licorice
over your ovals and heart eyes for flower details.
Then add some petal designs around the heart eyes.
Let dry completely.
5. With a detail brush, add Orange Juice accents on the
chin and around the roses.
6. Paint 1-2 coats of Battleship inside the sugar skull.
7. Clear glaze then stilt and fire to Cone 06.

Antique Skull Box
Bisque

Glaze

Brushes

DB32854 - SKULL BOX

French Dimensions:
• FD254 - Black Licorice

• SB807 - Fan Brush
• BR570 - Detail Brush

Colors:
• CMM31 - Licorice
• CMM104 - Orange Juice

Other Supplies:
• sponge

Instructions: Antique Skull Box
1. Paint 1 thick coat of Licorice all over the outside of the skull bottom and lid until
no white is showing.

Instructions: Antique Skull Box cont.
2. When the color has lost its shine, take a slightly damp sponge and gently wipe the
Licorice off the bottom and lid. You want to wipe lightly, removing the color from
just the raised parts of the texture. This will leave the color in just the cracks,
giving it an antiqued look. When wiping the smooth lid, leave some Licorice
streaks, even though there isn’t any texture. For best results, continually rinse
your sponge in your water bowl while you wipe, as needed, and squeeze out the
water well so it doesn’t drip onto your pottery.
3. With the French Dimensions Black Licorice,
add a spider web detail to the forehead. Be careful
to hold the bottom and lid firmly together to create
a continual design. Let dry completely.
4. Add some petal details with the French Dimensions
on the chin and sides. Then fill in more spaces with
dots and swirls. Let dry completely.
5. Start with a damp detail brush and water down your
Orange Juice until it is milky. Paint 1-2 coats inside
the outlines of the spider web and petal details.
6. Clear glaze then stilt and fire to Cone 06.

Distressed Skull Box
Bisque

Glaze

Brush

DB32854 - SKULL BOX

Colors:
• CMM104 - Orange Juice
• CMM44 - Battleship

• SB807 - Fan Brush

Instructions: Distressed Skull Box

Other Supplies:
• sandpaper

1. Paint 1-2 coats of Orange Juice all over the outside of the skull bottom and lid. Let
dry.
2. Paint 2 coats of Battleship all over the outside of the skull bottom and lid to cover
the Orange Juice completely. Let dry.
3. Rub the sandpaper over the edges of the eye sockets,
teeth, chin, and other parts to reveal the orange
underneath the gray. If you press harder, you can
get some white to show through also.
4. Clear glaze then stilt and fire to Cone 06.

Light-Up BOO
Bisque

Glaze

Brushes

43276- MED LIGHT UP BOO

True Matte:
• TM317 - Leather Jacket

• SB807 - Fan Brush
• BR529 - Round Brush
• BR570 - Detail Brush

Colors:
• CMM31 - Licorice
• CMM44 - Battleship
• CMM104 - Orange Juice

Instructions: Light-Up BOO
1. Paint 1 thick coat of Licorice all over the outside of the Light-Up BOO until no
white is showing.
2. When the color has lost its shine, take a slightly damp sponge and gently wipe the
Licorice off the lantern. You want to wipe lightly, removing the color from just the
raised parts of the texture. This will leave the color in just the cracks, giving it an
antiqued look. For best results, continually rinse your sponge in your water bowl
while you wipe, as needed, and squeeze out the water well so it doesn’t drip onto
your pottery.
3. Paint 2-3 coats of Orange Juice to the front of each of the letters.
4. Paint 1-2 coats of Battleship on the background of the BOO,
make sure to avoid the letters and the indented part
with the light holes.
5. Paint 3 coats of Leather Jacket on the top and sides
of the lantern.
6. Stilt and fire to Cone 06. Do not clear glaze.

